**Books in Russian**

**East View introduces the latest and most popular books for your Russian readers.**

### Art

*The Art of Zhostov*

Iukstro Zhostova


**ISBN:** 9785933322382.
**Item No:** 798836B

### Children’s Books

*I Learn Drawing: A school for Preschoolers*  

Shalaeva, G. P.

While drawing helps prepare children’s hands for writing text by teaching attentiveness and diligence, most parents do not know how to teach their children to draw. This new book for preschooler will teach both parent and child how to draw a car, a happy pet, a fantasy hero, or even space ships! It’s fun and educational for the entire family. 272 p. SLOVO/EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699235704. Item No: 798969B

**ISBN:** 9785699235704.
**Item No:** 798969B

### Biographies/Memoirs

*An Illustrated History of Peter I and Catherine II*  

Brikner, Aleksandr Gustavovich

An encyclopedia of two key figures in Russian 18th Century history: Peter the Great and Catherine the Great. Written by the respected 19th Century historian Aleksandr Gustavovich Brikner of Derpt (Tartu) University, this work is a classic in the field. 768 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699232499. Item No: 797974B

**ISBN:** 9785699232499.
**Item No:** 797974B

### Fiction

*Burned Out*  

Vyzhzeno

Eshbakh, Andreas


**ISBN:** 9785815907669.
**Item No:** 802273B

*The Plot Against America*  

Zagovor protiv Ameriki

Roth, Philip


**ISBN:** 9785857084919.
**Item No:** 802232B

### Travel Guides

*Travelling in China: Transcendental Tibet: Tea in Shangi-La*  

Putehestviia po Kitaiu: Zooblachnyi Tibet: Chai v Shangri-La

Akhmethin, Nail Khasanovich

The author travelled to some of the most inaccessible and little studied regions of western China: in distant and mysterious Tibet, along medieval trade routes from the provinces of Yunnan and Sichuan, and more. The lovely snowy apexes and the valleys of the swift mountain rivers know how to store secrets. 500 p. ASTVostok-Zapad: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785170476244. Item No: 807826B

**ISBN:** 9785170476244.
**Item No:** 807826B

---
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A Stowaway: Small Stories and Anecdotes of a Film Director
Bezbožnenny pasazhir: malev’kie istorii, bashki kinesezhissara
Danilëva, Georgii $31.95

Ai-Petri (A Story of the Mount: A Novel)
Ai-Petri (Napornyj raspob: roman)
Il’ichevski, Aleksandr $26.95
Nominated for the “Big Book” in 2006, this story follows the author’s formation of his literary ideas during his youth while experiencing living through a critical period of changes in the late Soviet Union. His prose is stylistically rich and draws upon Russian literary tradition. 221 p. Vremia: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969102170. Item No: 793400B

A Stranger in a Time of Troubles
Instranets v muatnoe vremia
Limonov, Eduard $31.95

Be Hurgada’s Camel Your Dude (A Novel)
Khurgad’s verbljad tebe tavarch
Kirsanova, Ol’ga $16.95
This thrilling adventure novel follows the exploits of a group of Russian friends who rescue two of their number kidnapped in Egypt while on vacation. 284 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969232303. Item No: 805216B

Blue Blood: a Novel
Belaia koi: roman
Solodov, Roman $29.45

Brida
Brida [pervod s portugalskogo]
Coelho, Paulo $25.95
In this brilliant novel by famous Brazilian author Paulo Coelho, an Irish girl meets a wise man and a woman who teach her how secret dance movements resonate with the world’s music! Translated from Portuguese. 284 p. AST/Astrel’: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785170515004. Item No: 803015B

Chapaev and Void
Chapaev i pustota
Pelevin, Viktor Olegovich $20.95

Coming Back to Mikhailovskoe: A novel
Vozvraschenie v Mikhailovskoe: roman
Goller, Boris Aleksandrovich $27.45

Croaking, Croaking... Prefaces, Afterwords, Interviews
Kvakaem, kvakaem: prediisvitches, postrisvitches, interes’tu
Aksenov, Vasili Pavlovich $31.45

Farewell, Dr. Chekhov: a Novel
Proluchnii, Doktor Chekhov
Romanov, Vladislav I. $21.95
This novel examines Chekov’s solitary life, and his only love—actress Olga Knipper—to whom he confessed his feelings shortly before his death. 314 p. Olimp/AST/Astrel’: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785170416651. Item No: 786513B

Give Me Your Paw: Funny and Sad, Light and Serious, Amusing and Touching Stories of People and Dogs
Da li pau: veselye i pechayne, lekomyslenne i ser’ezne, zabavnuye i trogatel’nye istorii pro liudei i pro sobak
Abramov, Gennadii Mikhailovich $29.45

Fairy Tales of Gmelinka Village. A novel
Skazki derevni Gmelinki
Khorr, Igor’ $20.95
This exciting new book of Igor Khorr presents fairy tales for adults, where fiction and reality intertwine. Here, love and good struggle for victory over evil. The book written in a lyric and fascinating manner and will be of interest to a wide circle of reading public. 204 p. Al’ians: Moscow, 2006. ISBN: 5935580136. Item No: 762138B

Hop Red Horse Black Poplar: Stories About People of Taiga
Khmel’ Kon’ Ryzhii Chernyi topol’: skazaniia o liudakh taigii
Cherkasov, Aleksi Timofeevich $49.95
Set among those living in the taiga of Siberia, this trilogy follows the strong characters who created the history of Siberia. 1181 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699271344. Item No: 807306B

House on Embankment
Dom na naberezhnoi
Tritonov, Il’ïï Valentinovich $20.45

Iliadi: The Book of Songs
Il’iiadi: kniga pesen
Petrova, Marta $23.95

Running Years
Mcclatia gudiy-nepogady
Riazanov, El’far $36.95
A collection of major fiction by one of Russia’s most famous film directors. Several of the novellas published here were turned into popular movies and television series. 606 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699243440. Item No: 792982B
Fiction, continued

Ivanov and Rabinovich, or I go to Haifia
Treasure (Short Stories)
Ivanov i Rabinovich, ili "Ai vou tu Khaiti!".
Klad: raskazy
Kunin, VladimirVladimirovich $25.95

Last Admonitions: A Novel
Poslednie nazadanie: roman
Klimontovich, Nikolai IUr'evich $27.95

Maskin: A Novel-Joke with an Allusion
Maskin: roman-shuaka s namekom Poima Maskina s Senehe Skazki
Kriger, Boris $31.95
"A Novel-Joke with an Allusion" is the way Boris Kriger describes his stories of Maskin. The witty "Maskin's Letters to Seneca" and other tales make the reader familiar with nice and funny inmates of the Maskin House, as well as other characters, invented and real. 715 p. Izdatel'skoe sodruzhestvo A. Bogatykh i E. RAkitskoi: Moscow, 2006. ISBN: 5985751848. Item No: 776838B

My Enemies
Moi vragi
Tokareva, Viktoriia Samoilova $22.95
The new novel by Victoria Tokareva. This is the story of a woman who is trying to understand the paradox of friendship and animosity in those around her. 475 p. AST/AST Moscow/Kharanitel'/Kharvest: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785710464982. Item No: 802766B

The Baby and the Devil: The First Movie.
The Pain of a Broken Heart. The Second Movie
Smert' na bruderschaft: roman-kino
Mladoves i chez; filme pervaia
Muba novogo serdca: filme vtoroia
Akunin, Boris $32.45
This collection of ten short stories was published in an experimental genre called 'novel-movie' that attempts to combine a literary text with the visual art of the cinema. This book includes two examples of this new genre set during WWI. These show the conflict between the Russian and the German intelligence services. 442 p. AST/AST Moscow: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785914086618. Item No: 792370B

Sacred Gifts: Selected works
Sviashchenyi dar: izbrannye proizvedeniya
Grain, Daniiil Aleksandrovi4h $48.45
A new publication from the renowned Russian author is a collection of his works from different years and stages of his career. Four essays open the collection and his famous novel "I Go to the Thunderstorm" closes it. 461 p. Russkaia kul'tura/Aleteia: St. Petersburg, 2007. ISBN: 9785914190122. Item No: 801560B

The Wea pon of Retribution
Oruzheie Vozmezdia
Divov, Oleg $24.95

Who Is Crying About You. A Novel
Kto po tebe plachet
Druzhkov, IUr' $21.95
This is the only work for adults written by the renowned Soviet children's author, IUr' Druzhkov. He did not expect this novel to ever be published, but twenty years later the manuscript was found and published. A thrilling plot and deeply moving, personal tone makes this a real page-turner. 365 p. Vremia: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969102088. Item No: 795352B

Spirits of Time
Dushi vremeni
Rubinstein, Lev $23.95
This work of fiction by famed author, Lev Rubinstein, is a penetrating, ironic narrative about Russian life and culture today. 349 p. Kolibri: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9789872080551. Item No: 799529B

You Should Live Long in Russia
V Russii nudu zhit' dolgo... [roman, povest', raskazky, esse] Rubina, Dina $37.95
This collection by the popular author includes a novel, a novella, plus several short stories and essays. 600 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785909228171. Item No: 789574B

When Mountains Fall: (The Eternal Bride)
Kogda padayut gory: (vechnaia nevesta)
Anmatov, Chings $26.95
Set high in the Tien Shan Mountains, this novel follows the tragically crossed paths of two suffering creatures: a man and a snow leopard. The man comes to his native village, not knowing that he would meet here his last love, and perhaps death as well. 475 p. Adbuka-klassika: St. Petersburg, 2007. ISBN: 5911812274. Item No: 781596B

The Psychology of Love
Psikhologija loubvi
Tolstaja, Natal'ia $21.95
This book by Russian psychologist and fiction writer Natal'ia Tolstaja is a story of love, adultery, and the psychology of relationships between sexes. 318 p. AST/Astrel': Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785170475302. Item No: 789439B

The Night: stories
Kapital: polish sobranie p'esi
Sorokin, Vladimir $30.95

The Secret Heir of the Ivan the Terrible
(A Novel)
Tainyi naslednik Ivana Groznogo
Aminodorova, Elizaveta $21.95
This historical fiction novel draws partly on both authentic historical sources and on the author's fantasies about Ivan the Terrible's succession. It presumes that False Dmitry was Ivan's real son from a concubine. 346 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699260979. Item No: 801859B

The Psychology of Relationship
Druzhkov, IUr' $21.95
This is the only work for adults written by the renowned Soviet children's author, IUr' Druzhkov. He did not expect this novel to ever be published, but twenty years later the manuscript was found and published. A thrilling plot and deeply moving, personal tone makes this a real page-turner. 365 p. Vremia: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969102088. Item No: 795352B

The Psychology of Love
Psikhologija loubvi
Tolstaja, Natal'ia $21.95
This book by Russian psychologist and fiction writer Natal'ia Tolstaja is a story of love, adultery, and the psychology of relationships between sexes. 318 p. AST/Astrel': Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785170475302. Item No: 789439B

The Night: stories
Kapital: polish sobranie p'esi
Sorokin, Vladimir $30.95

The Secret Heir of the Ivan the Terrible
(A Novel)
Tainyi naslednik Ivana Groznogo
Aminodorova, Elizaveta $21.95
This historical fiction novel draws partly on both authentic historical sources and on the author's fantasies about Ivan the Terrible's succession. It presumes that False Dmitry was Ivan's real son from a concubine. 346 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699260979. Item No: 801859B

The Psychology of Relationship
Druzhkov, IUr' $21.95
This is the only work for adults written by the renowned Soviet children's author, IUr' Druzhkov. He did not expect this novel to ever be published, but twenty years later the manuscript was found and published. A thrilling plot and deeply moving, personal tone makes this a real page-turner. 365 p. Vremia: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969102088. Item No: 795352B

Who Is Crying About You. A Novel
Kto po tebe plachet
Druzhkov, IUr' $21.95
This is the only work for adults written by the renowned Soviet children's author, IUr' Druzhkov. He did not expect this novel to ever be published, but twenty years later the manuscript was found and published. A thrilling plot and deeply moving, personal tone makes this a real page-turner. 365 p. Vremia: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969102088. Item No: 795352B

You Should Live Long in Russia
V Russii nudu zhit' dolgo... [roman, povest', raskazky, esse] Rubina, Dina $37.95
This collection by the popular author includes a novel, a novella, plus several short stories and essays. 600 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785909228171. Item No: 789574B

For the best selection of books from Russia, contact East View.
Phone: 952.252.1201, Fax: 952.252.1202, email: books@eastview.com or www.eastview.com/russian/books
**Christian Legends**

**Khrisianitskoe legundy**

Leskov, Nikolai Semenovich

$16.95

*This book contains works written about “Prologue” – a collection of Old Russian hagiography and legends. This work contains a version of true ecclesiasticism, dreams of world harmony, humanism, and the true love of God.*


---

**Counter-Revolutionary Letter: Stories, Feuilleteons**

**Kontrrevoliutsionnaya lichina. Vystuplenii, fel'etony**

Teffi, Nadezhda Aleksandrovna

$16.45

*In this volume you will find the first ever attempt to comprehensively collect the work of Nadezhda Teffi, famed Russian female author of the Silver Age (early 20th century). This work contains the stories of survival and satirical articles of 1917-1918, the years of Revolution, before her emigration and exile to France.*


---

**Eternal Companions**

**Vechnye spadshchiny**

Merezhkovskii, Dmitrii Sergeevich

$22.95

*“Eternal Companions” is a series of essays and sketches describing writers of different periods and origins. The book contains no biographies in the strictest sense of the word, but rather, as the author puts it, the “mystical matter” and “symbols,” without which real literature cannot exist.*


---

**Maxims and Reflections Memoirs**

**Mazhnye razmyshleniya Memoary**

Laroshfuko, Fransua, de

$26.95

*The book collects the maxims and witticisms of the brilliant French writer Fransua de Laroshfuko, famous habitue of Parisian high life salons and author of refined and concise aphorisms.*


---

**Notes From the Underground: stories and short stories**

**Zapiskii iz podpola: povesti i rasskazy**

Dostoevski, Fedor Mikhailovitch

$25.95

*The book includes philosophical and satirical stories of the renowned Dostoevsky, penned over many years.*


---

**Princess Ligovskaiia, Aschik-Kerib, The Hero of Our Times, Caucasian Shtoss**

**Kniazina Ligovskaiia Aschik-Kerib Geroi nashego vremeni Kavkazets Shtoss**

Lermontov, Mikhail Iuievich

$19.95


---

**Selected Works**

**Izbranye pisemnennia**

Esenin, Sergei Aleksandrovich

$43.95

*This one-volume edition of selected works of the classic Russian poet includes not only his most famous poems, but also unpublished verses written by Esenin in his youth. This work also includes important pieces of prose and critical essays.*


---

**Moscow and Muscovites**

**Moskva i moskvichi**

Giliarovskii, Vladimir Alekseevich

$38.95

*The famous book by Vladimir Giliarovsky (1853-1935). A brilliant author and expert in Moscow history and everyday life—from high salons through the last brothels and dark underground of the city. He was a friend of a fascinating number of most colorful and interesting people of his time. The large number of photographs included will help the reader better visualize his thrilling real-life stories!* 348 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785969704862. Item No: 798759B

---

**A 3-Volume Set**

**The GULAG Archipelago, 1918-1956**

Arhippelag GULAG, 1918-1956

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isaevich

$34.95

*This world renowned documentary epic explores the horrors of the Soviet system of prison camps during Stalin’s terror. Based on the author's personal experience.*


---

**The GULAG Archipelago, 1918-1956**

*oppy khudozhestvennogo isledovaniia (Tom 3. Chast’ 5-7)

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isaevich

$34.95

*This world renowned documentary epic explores the horrors of the Soviet system of prison camps during Stalin’s terror. Based on the author's personal experience.*


---

**Verses, Poems**

**Stikhotvorenia, poemy**

Tsvetaeva, Marina Ivanovna

$43.95

*The volume includes works of poet Marina Tsvetaeva and are representative of the Silver Age of Russian poetry.*


---

For the best selection of books from Russia, contact East View.

Phone: 952.252.1201, Fax: 952.252.1202, email: books@eastview.com or www.eastview.com/russian/books
Children’s Books

**A Book for Reading to Children**

Kniga dlia chestia detiam
Shalaeva, G. P. $48.45


**Russian Folk Tales For the Most Little**

Ruskie narodnye skazki dlia sannykh malen'kich

$25.95


**A Companion of the ABC-book**

Sputnik bukvania
Shalaeva, G. P. $28.45

In this special book for children, modern teaching techniques are seamlessly combines with classic texts and illustration to help develop a taste for and appreciation of the arts in school-age children. 128 p. SLOVO/EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699227402. Item No: 798957B

**The Big Book of the Best Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm**

Bo'lyaia kniga luchshikh skazok brat'ev Grimm
Grimm, J. and W. $35.45

Dedicating the lives to the preservation of German Folklore, the Brothers Grimm collected wondrous fairy tales and stories. In this book you meet all the favorite heroes and villains of those stories, presented for your enjoyment and pleasure! 88 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699220832. Item No: 799059B

**The Day of Disobedience**

Prazdnik neposlushanija
Mikhalkov, Sergei Vladimirovich $19.95


**What Happiness Is**

Chto takoe schaste'
Mikhalkov, Sergei Vladimirovich $29.95

In this unique memoir, we follow the famous Russian children’s author Sergei Mikhalkov. Born at the time of Tsarist Russia, he has lived through three ages in Russian history and talks about informal meetings with political leaders and the unknown, secret lives of famous authors. 316 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699234981. Item No: 789911B

**Russian Folk Tales For the Most Little**

Russkie narodnye skazki dlia sannykh malen'kich

$25.95


**A City of Dinosaurs**

Gorod dinozavrov
Emets, Dmitrii $22.45

Max, a Moscow schoolboy from quite an unusual family, has quite an unusual problem: real dinosaurs are flying above the Kremlin, swimming in the Moscow River, and running one after another in the streets. What is a school boy to do? 191 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699220832. Item No: 799059B

**A Princess on a White Horse**

Printsesa na belom kone
Usacheva, Elena $16.95

Dasha is not happy about a trip on horses to Altai, until she discovers that their group includes Vadim! But this noble, strong, and self-assured boy does not seem to notice Dasha. How will she get his attention? 192 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699241910. Item No: 798973B

**The Great Encyclopedia of Animals**

Bal'tshaia entsiklopediia zhivotnykh
Poup, Dzhois $56.95


**Kiki Strike – A Girl Detective**

Kiki Straik – devochka-detektiv
Miller, Kirsten $25.95

Meet Kiki Strike, a mysterious young woman who prefers to dress in black, travel by a motor scooter as fast as a real racer, and has perfect command of the martial arts. She may be only 12 years old, but do not underestimate her. 360 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699228270. Item No: 798937B

**Young Erudite: The Modern Encyclopedia of the Surrounding World**

Iunyierudit: sovremennaja entsiklopediia okruzhaiushchego mira
Selverstova, Dinara $37.45

This book contains the latest information, large detailed photos, and covers a wide subject area in order to help your child acquire knowledge easily and quickly. 328 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 9785699189885. Item No: 798939B
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**Art Books**

**Icons of the 13th -16th Centuries from the A.Rublev Museum Collection**

Ikonny XIII-XVI vekov v sobranii muzeia im. A. Rubleva

$204.95

This exciting series of books immerses the reader in the important and iconic collections of the major museums in Moscow and St. Petersburg, as well as those of smaller and lesser known provincial museums in numerous Russian cities and towns. This first of 36 scheduled albums introduces the reader to the famous collection of the Rublev Museum in Moscow. 619 p. Semyonov palomnik: Moscow, 2007. ISBN: 5944312033. Item No: 791333B

**Theater and Audience. The Russian Theater in the System of Interaction Between the Stage and the Audience: From the Beginning to the Early 20th Century**

Teatr i zritel': otechestvennyi teatr v sisteme otnoshenii stseny i publici. ot iskoi se do nachala XX veka

$29.95

This monograph explores the power of theater through the relationship of the actors and the audience, using the theatrical subculture to assess the social impact of the theatre, and the interplay of artistic paradigms in relation to changing moods and perceptions in society.

Dmitrievskii, V. N.


---

**History**

**1000 Amusing Topics From Russian History**

1000 zanimatelnykh sushchestv iz russkoi istorii

Balazin, Vol'demar Nikolaevich

$51.95


**The History of Russian Culture**

Istoriia russkoi kul'tury

$57.95

Presents the thousand-year history of development of Russian culture, but not in stark historical monuments. It shows a vivid and real picture of the life of our predecessors - from strict pagan rites to the rich life of modern high society. It covers the customs and myths of old Russian communities, patriarchal traditions of the Russian family, celebrations of the Russian tsars and their way of life, glory of the Russian military, origin of domestic heraldry, the multi-faceted living conditions of our famous capitals and people ranging from humble farmers to established royal families. 830 p.


**1000 Fights and Battles of the Russian Army, 9th-21st centuries: Fights of Russia**

1000 boev i rasshennii russkogo oruzhiiia, IX-XXI veka: bitvy Rossii

Shefov, Nikolai Aleksandrovich

$52.95

The book contains descriptions and narratives of all major battles and military operations in which soldiers of Ancient Russia, USSR and Russian Federation have ever participated. Starting with the campaigns of the first Kiev princes and examining the war in the Chechen Republic, this edition includes over 1000 articles in alphabetic order. Also features a full appendices, maps, and a subject index.


**Secrets of Old Kiev History, Legends**

Tainy starogo Kiev: istoriya, legendy, predaniia

Burlak, V. Nikolaevich

$25.95

The centuries have left their imprint on the present shape of Kiev but have not touched its carefully kept secrets. The book by traveler writer V. Burlak recounts the legends and riddles of old Kiev. 381 p.


**A Moscow Chronicle: A History of the City in Dates**

Voskoboinikov, Valerii

$45.95

This book offers an entertaining adventure throughout the history of Moscow, with secrets in every street and descriptions of inhabitant's deeds.


**The Anthology of the History of Secret Services: Russia, 1905-1924**

Antologiia istorii spetsluzhby: Rossiia, 1905-1924 gg.

$53.95

Three authors from the early 20th century expose in this book the theoretical and methodological foundation of the secret services and their covert activities.


**Secret Material of the Nazi Era: from “Anenhere” to the Gold of Schliemann**

Secrets of the Nazi Era from “Anenhere” to the Gold of Schliemann

Semenov, Sergei Nikolaevich

$22.95

The book discusses the odd happenings of World War II: the occult in the Third Reich, the Nazis’ Tibetan expeditions, the sinister “Order No. 270” and penal battalions, the mysteries of Peenemunde, and the secrets of Dresden’s treasures.


**How They Killed “Spartak” –2**

Kak ubivali “Spartak” –2

Rabiner, Igor

$32.95

Igor Rabiner, one of the most influential sport journalists in Russia and author of the sensational best seller “How They Killed ‘Spartak’,” creates a new sensation with an expose of the facts surrounding a long string of behind-the-scene scandals concerning the greatest Russian soccer club: “Spartak”. 350 p. OLMa Media Grupp: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 5988880274. Item No: 798523B

---

East View serves public libraries: www.eastview.com/publiclibraries.asp

Sign up for EVMAIL new book notifications at www.eastview.com/evmail